LESSONS FROM HORIZON
7-20-88
ALLA advised: There will come to you a spirit who will identify as a special
spirit that will be able to give information relating to your own individual spiritual
growth.
HORIZON began: Open your hearts to receive knowledge. Open your hearts to
truth. This is a spirit that will be in your midst now as a special spirit to advise you with
regard to your spiritual growth. That which has been imprinted upon the energy stream
of spiritual knowledge in the spirit realm can be revealed to you as that which is your
own spiritual growth. This spirit now comes to give you a symbolic name...one by which
you will be able to identify this particular spirit as it comes to you when you are in group.
And so at this time allow the one who comes to you as a special spirit to be able to give
you an identifying name.
First, allow this spirit to tell you that this spirit is in indeed in the will of God, that
the spirit comes to give truth, and that what you will learn will indeed relate to each of
you as you are in body at this time. And so at this time you will receive a name. It is
known that you can understand that the symbolic names that are given to you have some
meaning with regard to that spirit which gives you the name! The one that comes to you
as your individual guide has given you a symbolic name that will relate to that particular
spirit in some way. You will, in the future, be able to address your spirit guide with
regard to the spiritual meaning of their name.
At this time this particular spirit which is in your midst would give you this name.
The name will come to you now as HORIZON. This may sound like an unusual name for
a spirit guide, but then so are many of the other names that are given! HORIZON has a
special meaning for this spirit. This spirit, when on earth in body, was able to achieve
much in the area of spirit; and so as a result of that was able to see beyond that which
many in body see....and thus the name HORIZON was chosen. The one who comes to
you as HORIZON was able to see beyond the boundaries of the physical body into that
which was the spirit realm; and as a result, comes able to help those of you who are in
body at this time to see beyond that which is your realm at this time. And so the name
HORIZON will be known to you who are in physical body at this time.
7-27-88
Be aware that this one who comes to you as a special spirit must in fact give only
that which is truth, and must in fact be responsible to the one who is the Creator of All
Things. You can rest assured that what you are to hear is truth. You are receiving much
information that you are storing away within your sub-conscious, within that which can
recall much that has been known by your spirit. You may not recall all of this
information at this time, but be aware that it is stored within that which is spirit.
HORIZON comes to advise you that you will be able to understand all that is stored and
all that will slowly come to you through degrees as you are approaching that time in your
earth life because you have sought spiritual truth, where you will be able to reach out
beyond the boundaries of that which is earth. You now are able to restore to your
thinking that which you can accept as truth. There have been many things given to you
that may have seemed superficial at the time they were given, but they have great
spiritual meaning and you will now be able to understand. Allow HORIZON to give you
an example.

You have been told that as your spirit is in body on earth at this time you are able
to do specific thingns that you may not have been aware of some time in the past. Allow
it to be known that through this ability to recall those things that are stored in spirit, you
will be able to do many of those things.......You must not misuse this ability in any way!
It must be used only for the good of the OMEGA group and for the glory of God.......You
must be aware that that which your spirit is the reality. It is house within that which is
your body. That which is body is simply a housing, a temple of that which is your spirit
while it is on earth. When it is time for your spirit to return to the spirit realm, it will exit
the body and return to the reality of spirit. Until that time those of you in this group must
use this time on earth to the fullest extent of searching and seeking for Oneness with God
for your spirit. Be aware that more progress can be made as your spirit is in body on
earth than will be made in the spirit realm. In other words, your earth life is meant for
you to make great progress; and if you had been in a time of serious search of truth while
in body, then that spirit will progress greatly. And when it again returns to the realm of
spirit, it will then know great heights of spiritual growth as a result of what you have
done while the spirit was in body on earth.
There is much that you have learned, there is much that you must learn; and it is
to be the responsibility of HORIZON to lead you in those steps that will help you grow in
spirit.
LESSONS FROM HORIZON, continued
(HORIZON addressed the children in the group ....Adam and Michelle) You
have come to be aware, to know, that which you look upon as your life on this earth is for
a purpose. You have not come here to earth just for the fancy of living, just the fun of
living on earth; but you now have come to know that there is a purpose for your life.
Your spirit has come to earth and is housed in this body in order for you to be able to
search for truth, to live a life that is pleasing to the one who is your Creator. HORIZON
can assure you that if you will open your hearts to receive truth, and if you will realize
that the one who is your Creator loves you very much, and that the spirit within you is a
part of that from your Creator, then be it to you that you will have lives that are very
blessed on this earth. You will find joy, you will find happiness. This is not to mean that
you are not to enjoy life as it is given to you. You must learn to do many things in order
to be able to live on this earth; but keep in mind that always in the background of your
mind must be the thought, belong to God; God will guide me where I go. If I only seek,
God will guide my footsteps, that will be so. HORIZON can assure you that you will
receive guidance that you need and gives thanks for you. (End of message to the
children.)
HORIZON continued: You need to recognize that within this group there is a
need for prayer for each other, prayer for growth for each other, and to recognize that
each of you have within your grasp the eternal knowledge that God would have you
know if you would simply reach out for it at this time. It will take continued study,
prayer, meditation,,,, that is all that is needed. As a result of that, HORIZON is aware
that your lives will change. There need be no worry about the fact that you will live your
lives as God would have you live them. You have come this far; there is no turning back.
You must now progress fully grown in spirit to that point where you can see beyond the
boundaries of this life into that which is reality. HORIZON has come to tell you that this

one has access to information that you have not yet been able to receive through other
spirits. It is known, of course, that you have communicated with LAME and others.
Be aware they have come into your midst for a different purpose! HORIZON
comes simply to let you know that information you are now to receive must come from a
higher realm. You have been in a process, from the very inception of this group, of
seeking spiritual growth. There is nothing else to seek when you begin to communicate
with those in the spirit realm! All that you must seek for is spiritual growth. That which
comes to you as help from those who are in the spirit realm comes to you to help you
grow in spirit. Those who are in God’s Will come to give you truth that you grow in
spirit while you are spirit in body.
As you have been told, your spirit is housed within your body. That spirit
decides before the time when you are conceived in body on the earth that it will come to
that body and thus is prepared long before entrance into the body to know that it is indeed
to come to earth again to live in body. There is within this spirit the ability to know all
that has happened from past lives; but when that spirit enters a body on earth, that
information is no longer available to the spirit. In other words, there is not the ability to
remember. If it were thus that a spirit in body could remember all that all transpired in all
lives down through the millennium, then there would be no chance for the spirit to learn
additional lessons on earth. It would simply fall back upon what has already been learned
in other lifetimes. But every life that a spirit lives in body on this earth is for a purpose.
There is something that must be learned for specific reason. It may be that there is
something that must be overcome, there is something that must be learned that will
further the values of the spirit; there are many reasons why a spirit comes to earth to be in
body again.
And be it known that the spirits are not forced to return to earth in body; it comes
as a free choice. You have learned through your freedom through your lifetime on earth,
even at this time, that there is a freedom of choice. That happens only when you are
spirit in body.
And so your spirit, the reality of you, has chosen to be in body at this time. You
were aware before you entered this body that now houses the spirit that the footsteps that
you would have would take you to where you are now. You could foresee, as a spirit is
the spirit realm before entering the body, exactly the type of life you would have, exactly
that which would be learned, exactly where you would leave this earth and when. But
that information is not available to you once you enter the body. You must begin all over
again!
It is hoped that spirit in the body of each of you in the group has been able to
guide you in some way. Your spirit often acts a conscience for you; and if you listen for
that voice within you, that tends to want to guide you, be aware that it is simply the spirit
within you seeking to help you along the way as your body is on earth. (Question: If we
advance in one lifetime and not in another, do we regress?) Simply because you have life
another life where you served a particular person or a particular purpose in that lifetime
does not mean that you grew in spirit in every area where you must grow in spirit. This
thing of learning while in body is a slow process. Indeed, because of what you were in
body at that time, you were strong in spirit. You indeed did learn. You learned from the
one who was Jesus, the Christ. You learned about love from your fellow man. You
learned about love for God and the love of God for all His spirits in body. HORIZON

WOULD ADVISE THAT YOU DO NOT REGRESS WHILE YOU ARE A SPIRIT IN
BODY. YOU MAY MAKE PROGRESS IN SOME LIFETIMES, BUT YOU DO NOT
REGRESS!
There are those who can generally mess up their entire lives while on earth, but
this does not mean that their spirit regressed. That spirit within them has not changed as
a result of how they messed up an earth life. But be it known that had that person looked
for spiritual growth, something that would help the spirit rather than that which would
entertain the physical side of life on earth, that one would have grown in spirit. It is only
when a person pays more attention to physical affairs while on earth than they do to
spiritual affairs that the person cannot progress.
What the one who is HORIZON is trying to say is the fact that yes, you were a
spirit of stature while you were working with the one who was the Christ Spirit. Yes, you
have been on earth many times. Yes, you have made progress in other lives; but if you
did not make progress in a particular life, it did not mean that you regressed. What you
are still seeking to do is to allow your spirit to continue to grow until that time where it
will again be able to be one with God.. That takes many, many, many lifetimes. It does
not come with one or two lifetimes. We are all....even those of us who are in spirit....we
are all seeking once again to become one with that Eternal Force that is known to you as
God; and that will in time come, but it is not something that is to be received in a short
lifetime.

